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ome Red River College
students say politicians
are forgetting about students and ignoring education
in the bid for Canadian votes.
First-year
Business
Administration
student,
Stacy Bryner, will be voting in
the federal election Nov. 27.
She says she has been following the election coverage and
says federal parties are ignoring issues important to students.
"I haven't heard anything
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Kobacs Emeich says the parties need to remember the
younger generations.
"The government.needs to
do more for the younger generation, education is the only
way that they will get jobs.
(The government should)
lower tuition fees so students
can afford to go to school,"
says Emeich.
Emeich says he is having a
tough time deciding on how
he feels about this election
because he is affected by
issues revolving around education, but also feels the candidates need to address
health care and tax cuts
because the majority of the
population is concerned
about these issues.
Blakie blames the lack of
attention paid to education on
the Media. He says he feels
the , media is neglecting education.
- "The media decides what
becomes an election issue.
The media decides whether
or not they want to cover
it,"says Blakie.
See Opinion page 7.
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says
about education,"
Bryner.
Bryner says she thinks candidates are pushing their platforms towards health care
and tax reduction because the
majority of the population is
older.
"The candidates should
appeal to all voters in
Canada, not just the older
ones," she says.
NDP candidate Bill Blakie
says he has noticed the party
platforms have not made
education an issue. He says
the NDP realize education is a
major issue.
"The NDP are trying to
make it an issue. One of our
major commitments has to do
with tuition fees. We need to
address the heavy debt load
that students are in," says
Blakie.
Progressive
The
Conservative's platform says,
"access to higher education is
being lost in Canada, even as
the knowledge economy raises the premium on higher
qualifications."
Power Engineering student

-

ed River Security

and
Services
Winnipeg Police are
still trying to determine
exactly when computer parts
were taken from two computer labs last weekend.
"Pry marks were not evident on the doors," says Jim
Dreyer Security manager of
the college.
He says the doors were still
locked when the break-in
was discovered on Monday
morning.
Computer labs A-B, and F
were broken into sometime
between Friday evening and
Monday morning.
The two labs, one used as a
resource learning centre for
Nursing students and the
other an electronics lab, were
stripped of computer parts.
A fact Dreyer says he found
strange.
"When a computer is
stolen it's usually as a whole,
says Dreyer. "They seem to
be professionals, they knew
what they wanted and took
it."
Det. David Dalal is with
the Winnipeg Police District
2 Crime Office, and is heading the investigation. He
agrees with Dreyer 's assessment.

"The thieves obviously
knew computers," says
Dalal.
Because of the recent
break-in over 300 RRC
Nursing students who were
waiting patiently for lab A-B
to open, have to continue
waiting.
Karen Wall, chairperson of
the Nursing Program says
students are frustrated by the
break in.
"The students were quite
exited about the lab opening
up, and now this has to happen," she says.
Wall says up until now the
students have been using the
Library as a resource centre.
"It's just really hard for
them to get things done
when the Library is always
so busy," she says.
Daryl Neilson, manager of
Environmental Health Safety
and Insurance Services at
estimates the loss between
$15,000 and $20,000.
Although he says a complete
inventory has not yet finished.
Dreyer is asking anybody
with information to please
call. They can reach him personally at the college at 6322119.
Det. Dalal says the investigation is on-going and they
hope to solve this case soon.
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Cheap booze comes under fire
By Andrew Langendorfer
ollowing the recent alcohol-related drowning death of a
University of Winnipeg student,
public scrutiny has focused on liquor
prices and the lack of enforcement of
Liquor Control Act (LCA) regulations.
Enforcement of the LCA regulation
stating a licensed premises " . . . cannot sell or serve liquor to any person
who is or appears to be intoxicated,"
has come under fire more than others.
Bob Kelln, manager of Licenses and
Permits for the Manitoba Liquor
Control Commission (MLCC), says
something needs to be done.
"Currently, there are no minimum
price restrictions, but it's a matter
we're looking into . . . the Hotel
Association, the Addictions
Foundation of Manitoba, the police;
we want to deal with (price restrictions) as soon as possible," says Kelln.
LCA regulations, however, are regularly enforced.
"We enforce LCA rules through the

F

Liquor Commission's inspectors and
the police with regular inspections of
licensed establishments," says Kelln.
The MLCC employs 16 full-time
inspectors, along with four senior
inspectors and the manager of inspection services.
Wayne Harrison is a detectivesergeant with the Vice Division of the
Winnipeg Police Service, the unit of
police who works with the MLCC
inspectors.
"The inspections are one of the
many tools we can use to problemsolve in communities. The matter of
extremely low prices is being
reviewed, and recent events have certainly focused attention," says
Harrison.
Winnipeg Police Service's Const.

Bob Johnson says it is important for

the police to work in partnership with
the regular inspectors.
"Any increase in consumption of
alcohol increases the probability to be
instrumental in criminal activity, but
there is no direct correlation," says
Johnson.
"If criminal behaviour is directly
related to negligence on the part of the
bar owner, waiter, or waitress, there
are penalties that can be enforced
under the Criminal Code, but that
rarely ever happens because it's too
difficult to prove anything," says
Johnson.
The LCA has stiff punishments for
establishments who do not follow the
rules. Kelln says the fine for an establishment's first offence is $500 to
$10,000, plus court costs. A second
offence means a fine and up to 18
months imprisonment.
The licensee of the establishment
can receive a ticket for infraction of
any of the LCA's rules. An offence like
serving someone who appears to be
intoxicated can result in the server
being charged. However, students
who serve in a licensed establishment
shouldn't be too concerned.
"Most often it's the licensee that is
charged. We seldom charge the server," says Kelln.
The licensed social events sponsored
by the Red River College Students'
Association (SA), including socials
and keggers, must adhere to LCA regulations as well.
"We try not to serve drunk individuals, but the only way to tell is by
appearance," says Geoff Sine, the SA
Events co-ordinator. Sine says the SA
has undertaken measures to solve this
problem.
He says RRC students can only purchase four liquor tickets at once, and

2 Great Offers!
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Joe Schneider (far left) and Kevin Kowalyk (left) share a few
brews with friends at the SA kegger Oct. 27 in the Cave
can only receive two drinks from the
bar at once at lisenced SA events.
"It's designed to slow the rate of
consumption, and get (students) to
come to the bar, where we can see
them, more often. It's easier to tell in
regular bars, because the waitresses
see more of you. They can tell sooner
if you're drunk," says Sine.
If someone is noticeably intoxicated,
security will remove the wristband
required for entrance and try to find
out how the individual is getting
home, says Sine.
The SA advertises
cheap liquor prices for
social events, but they
don't have much control over what they
charge.
"The SA operates
under an occasional
permit for each event.
Under an occasional
permit, the most we
can charge for a drink
is $2.10, according to
the Liquor
Commission," says
Sine.
The SA usually
charges $2.00 at keggers because the
amount is easy to provide change for.
Socials where tickets

Choose the one that's right for you!

Either way, it's only
*$2

must be bought in advance usually
have cheaper prices, around $1.50,
because of ticket revenue.
At the SA's kegger on Oct. 27th, the
students seemed to have their minds
made up about minimum liquor
prices.
"That's bullshit," says Kevin
Kowalyk, third-year Civil Technology
student.
Attitudes towards over-serving also
reached consensus.
"You have to know where to draw
the line . . . (servers) should have the
power to draw the line for people if
they can't draw it themselves," says
Joe Schneider, second-year Electrical
Engineering Technology student.
"Not one single bar anywhere follows this rule," says Cari Milne, firstyear Administration Assistant student
who has eight years of bartending
experience.
"I've seen people get out of control.
You can't convince them they're cut
off, so you have to argue with them or
just keep serving them to get them out
of your face," says Milne.
Even with 16 full-time inspectors,
the MLCC isn't doing its job well
enough in the eyes of first-year
Administration Assistant student
Calista Minaudier.
"I've been passing out, and I could
still get a drink."

See Ying & Yang on page 14
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For your calls to Europe, Latin America, or Asia, at any
time of day, Monday thru Sunday. With VTC CANADA we
have very low prices. Some of these include:
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Japan: $0.15/minute
• South Korea: $0.13/minute
Philippines: $0.34/minute
• Germany: $0.12/minute
Italy: $0.13/minute
• Portugal: $0.24/minute
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Access, Please Keep The Freeze

Keep the Freeze
educe the Fees!
CANADIAN FEDERATION OF STUDENTS

DID YOU KNOW?
RRC Administration has made a recommendation to the Board of Governors to initiate a series of tuition increases over
the next five years. With the 10% reduction for the 2000-2001 school year gone, and the College proposing a 14% increase in tuition over last years level, a student going into the 2000-2001 school year will perceive a 26% increase. Under Administrations proposed plan, after five years, tuition will have increased a total of 56%. Students are tired of paying outrageous tuition fees in order to obtain an education, which is a basic right.

EDUCATION IS A RIGHT, NOT A PRIVILEGE
The tuition freeze is affecting our quality of education.

Since 1993, the federal government has cut $7 billion from higher education and training in Canada. This chronic under-funding has severely undermined the provinces' ability to maintain educational quality and keep tuition fees low. Long before the freeze was announced there were regular reports of leaky roofs, fire code violations and reduced funding to academic departments and library acquisitions. With a federal budget surplus surpassing $12 billion, students, administrators and faculty need to work together to convince the federal government to restore funding to education,
which is a basic right.
Why shouldn't tuition fees go up? Every other price does.

Tuition fees are a user fee: people already pay taxes, and this should cover basic necessities and social programs. User fees are more like an extra
tax than a price. Post-Secondary education is a basic necessity for the individual and society. It is estimated by the federal government that virtually
all of the jobs created in Canada in 1999 required at least two years of post-secondary education. There is longstanding evidence to suggest that
investment in education helps enrich society and take pressure off social assistance programs by providing people with additional skills. Even if you
consider tuition fees as "prices" , it is unreasonable that those process should rise by an average of 170% across Canada in only ten years

We're asking for your support in signatures to present to the Board of Governors, to help keep the
freeze. Stop by room DM-20 to sign the petition, for more information contact Ian Scott, President, or
Robyn Osmond, Vice-President Student Affairs.
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$1,500 Tuition Grant

Ride to Win!
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To be eligible, entrees must be placed in the raffle drain.

RED RIVER COLLEGE
The fine print. All entrees must be submitted by close of business, December 7, 2000. Public draw to be
held in the Tower Lounge - Noon December 8, 2000.
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After graduation
there's only
one thing you
want to do:
get as far
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this place
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Perfect.
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THE $750 GRAD REBATE

Graduating? Then you're eligible for a $750 Grad Rebate

that can be used in combination with any other offer when you purchase any new Chrysler, Dodge or Jeep vehicle.
Including the completely redesigned 2000 Chrysler Neon. So you can put school where it belongs: in the rear view mirror.

$75 Rebotfe
CHRYSLER
Dodge
Jeep

Only at your neighbourhood Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep® Retailer.
Offer applies to select models excluding Dodge Viper and Plymouth Prowler. Rebate includes GST. Limited time offer applies to university or college graduates between October 1, 1997 and September 30, 2000
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Election fever

I

f you haven't had your fill of politics over the last two
weeks then you have either taken a vow against television
or are blocking it out of your mind.
First, there was the US presidential election. Even though
Canadians don't get a say in how it turns out the result can
have far reaching implications for those north of the border. At
the very least it has dominated our television screens for the
last two years.
While that one ends on Nov. 7, we have our own federal election to worry about after the Prime Minister decided to send
Canadians to the polls early on Nov. 27.
If you live in the provincial ridings of Tuxedo or Kirkfield
Park, you are set to go to the polls nearly a week before that in
a set provincial byelections to select who gets to sit in the legislature.
With all of this election buzz crammed into such a small window there maybe a tendency to tune it all out and begin
Christmas shopping a little earlier this year.
This would be a tragic mistake.
Now is the time when a system, which is largely indifferent
to the input of its individual citizens, is actually asking for your
opinion on what you want done with the money you earn and
the type of country you live in.
Yet despite this, I am shocked at the number of young adults
who choose to stay home on election night let alone pay attention to or participate in the election.
This shock turns into disgust when I hear complaints about
how our generation is ignored and the country is run for the
strict benefit of older generations.
One reason maybe the voting patterns of those older generations. You will not find a fiercer pack of voters than the elderly.
For the most part they follow an election like others follow the
NFL season and they know exactly for who and what they are
voting for.
How can we skip dinner and then complain about being
hungry?
Watch the nightly news before sports highlights come on,
watch your mailbox for campaign literature, visit a campaign
office, call a candidate, and become informed about the people
who want your money and want to do things in your name.
You can be selfish and find out what they are going to do for
you specifically or find out what they plan to do for the country.

If you find someone you really believe in, take some time
and chip in. They'll appreciate any aid you can give.
If you don't find anyone that is up to standard don't just
throw your hands up and give up - our political system has no
way of registering couch potatoes.
Show your disgust with the system and the people in it, go
down to the polling station on election night and decline your
ballot. Don't spoil your ballot, those just get thrown in the
garbage, decline your ballot and have your protest counted.
Go out and vote. One vote makes a difference but more votes
makes more of a difference. Call all your friends and make sure
they vote as well. Make it an outing, first going to the polls and
then going to the bar before the lines get long.
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Melted in the mouth
not in the hands
n Saturdays, I teach journalism . to
about 60 bright 10-year-old students
participating in a program called
Career Trek.
In one class project, my students had to promote their favorite star or role model. They all
picked Eminem or Britney Spears. One girl,
citing one of the reasons she liked the rapper,
tilted her head back and said dreamily, "He's
:f*cking awesome."
When I asked her to be more specific she
said, "He doesn't take no sh*t from anybody."
Recently, the Ontario Attorney General took

0

tep to prevent Eminem from entering
Canada on the Anger Management Tour
because he said Eminem lyrics contained
explicit material inappropriate for children.
It didn't work.
Eminem was not about to take any sh*t
from the Ontario Attorney General.
He came spouting lyrics which are degrading and sexually Violent towards women to
an udience full of young fans.
In one song, dedicated to his soon-to-he exwife Kim, Erninem's lyrics describe in intricate detail hOw he would murder her, He has

-Sean Thiessen-,

a tattoo on his back. which says Kim: Rest in
Pieces.
This obviously deranged individual is selling his records to kids.
Britney Spears on the other hand, does not
encourage criminal activity in her over-produced songs. She does promotes sex, nudity
and border-fine pedophilia. Young girls who
use her as their role model see her short skirts,
busting bosoms and her cherub-like face
made to look ten years older. Britney Spears
has borrowed a naughty play-girl persona,
put sonie panties on it, and decided it is what
She wants to 501 to the 10-year-old girls
teach every Saturday.
My concern is not that these individuals are
making money by selling their questionable
material in gross numbers. It is who is buying
it because they have no other role models.
People are too busy criticizing all those
heavily promoted,. but have questionable
morals too notice their children have no other
role models. These are the people they look
up to.
It is time to deal with
-Kyla Duncan

Canadian politics heading south

T

his Tuesday, American voters
will head to the polls to choose
the successor to President

Clinton's mixed legacy of sex scandals

take from the debates is it's funny to
see a dumb guy and a stuffed shirt
argue.
This surprising lack of conflict is not
surprising given the ever-increasing
marginalization of politics on both
sides of the border. Both U.S. candidates are so terrified of straying from
the centre line between left and right
and losing some voters that they
refuse to make an issue out of anything and keep their genuine political
cards close to their chests.
Meanwhile, while some Canadian
observers count themselves lucky to
be on this side of the border, the cur-

rent federal election is actually signalling a terrifying move towards the
U.S. two-party political system.
Some political wags have suggested
the Liberals might seek to form a coalition government with the New
Democratic Party should they only
win a minority government. Some
have even called for a merger of the
two allegedly left-wing parties to combat the Canadian Alliance's efforts to
unite the right.
The prospect of a two-party system,
whose platforms would have to be
vague and toothless enough to appeal
to the vast majority of Canadians, is

and economic prosperity, and later
this month Canada will conduct its
own federal election.
While the difference between the
two countries' electoral systems is
never more obvious then when they
are going head to head as they are
now, what is remarkable about these
dual elections is how disturbingly
similar they are.
South of the 49th parallel, VicePresident Al Gore and Texas
Gov. George W. Bush have
spent what feels 15 years
proposing little and debating
even less.
Their three televised debates
were almost stunning in their
lack of substance and revealed
before an international audience how very little the men
who would take the helm of
the most powerful position in
the world have to say.
In fact, the only thing we can
57 OSBORNE ST. 477-5566 www.pangea.ca/moviev/

frighteningly close.
You don't have to like the NDP or
Progressive Conservatives, but the
fact they may be nearing extinction
should worry you very much, regardless of how right or left wing you are.
Canada, and every country which
aspires to a functioning democracy,
needs a diversity of political thought.
The alternative is embracing cointoss democracy, a choice between twin
bureaucratic parties whose platforms
differ little and, as they become
increasingly alienated from voters,
matter even less.
-Adam Clayton-,
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R
Bombers QB making all the right moves
By Kelly Stifora

When Jones went to college at
University of California - Davis, he
began to focus on it exclusively, winning the American West Conference's
Player of the Year in 1993, when he set
records for single-season offensive
yardage and career offensive yardage.
Jones graduated that year with his
sights set on a pro career.
"I felt like I had a very good college
career, and I wanted to make a go of it.
My first year out of college, I didn't
even play football - I tried out for a
few teams but wasn't invited to any
camps," says Jones.
"I knew it would be a tough go, so I
just kept sending out tapes," he says.
His persistence paid off. In 1994 he
was recruited by the Arena Football
League's Albany Firebirds. He played
with Albany for a year before moving
on to the World League of American
Football, where he tooks snaps for the
Scottish Claymores before landing a

w

hether the
Bombers
end up
making it to the postseason or not,
Winnipeg football
fans seem to have
developed a renewed
sense of hope and
confidence in the Big
Blue over the latter
half of the CFL season.
And although football is a team sport
and the team's
improvement can't be
credited to any one
player, the team'sflagging spirits
seemed to rise
around the time
Khari Jones stepped
up as the Bombers'
starting quarterback
and Kerwin Bell was
traded to Toronto.
Jones' play has
sparked an interest in
the young QB south
of the border.
Jones, who turned
29 last May, has
already been scouted
in 'person by most of
the upstart X-treme
Football League's
eight teams, and next
year the free agent
could be taking his
skills elsewhere.
"The main factor
will be making the
best decision for
myself and my wife,"
says Jones, who is
marrying his fiancee
Justine this
December.
There is some hope
for Winnipeg football
fans who are concerned about the possibility of losing
Khari to an American
club, however: the personable and
well-spoken Jones seems to like it
here.
"I was pleasantly surprised by
Winnipeg," says Jones, who joined the
Bombers in a trade with the B.C. Lions
on February 28.
"It's a nice town, very football oriented. The fans know a lot about the
team and what's going on with us,'
says Jones. "People who know who I
am on the street come up and say hi.
I'm having a good time."
Jones says he doesn't give a lot of
thought to the increased attention he
has received of late.
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Kha,
defender
"I don't think it's affected my attitude," he says.
"It's nice, but the big thing is getting
to play. The Bombers is the first big
chance I've gotten, everyone else
already had an established starter,"
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says Jones.
Before coming to Winnipeg, Jones
occupied the third quarterback spot
on the B.C. line-up for three years and
spent the 1997 season on the Lions'
waived injured list after arriving there
as a free agent that May.
Jones grew up in Sacramento, Calif.,
and started playing Pop Warner football at the age of nine.
"But I loved it even before that," he
says.
His father played basketball and
baseball and encouraged the young
Jones to do the same, but it was football he ended up focusing on.

spot on the Lions roster.
Although it's a huge part of his life,
Jones doesn't eat and breathe football.
During the off-season he lives in San
Francisco, where he teaches elementary school and is trying to develop an
acting career.
"I got started doing it in college,
doing plays," says Jones.
"I still do them, but lately I've been
concentrating on commercials and
independent films, and I've been getting some work there," he says.
If he wasn't playing football, Jones

says he would probably be acting and
teaching full time. When asked what
he plans to do with himself once his
playing days are over, Jones pauses.
"I haven't really thought about it.
I'll act and teach," he says. "Maybe I'll
coach."
But retirement is still a long ways off
for Jones - his career is just hitting its
stride.
"I'll keep playing as long as I'm
enjoying the game . . . and my body
holds up," says Jones.
"Hopefully it'll know the difference
and tell me to stop."
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Hollywood butchers Indy hit
By Sean Thiessen

O

ne of the greatest fears of a child is to disappoint his or her parents.

If this is true, then Blair Witch 2: Book of Shadows
should waste no time in getting out of the
theatres, moving to a deserted island in the
South Pacific (preferably one used for live
fire exercises by the navy) and living out the
rest of its days with a potato sack over its
head.
Book of Shadows begins right where the
Blair Witch Project ended. The town of
Burkittsville, Maryland and the woods surrounding it have been overrun with crazed
movie fans looking over where the film's
location.
Many of the residents are looking to cash
in on this phenomenon, including Jeff
Patterson, a man who runs the Blair Witch
Hunt, a nature hike that takes you to all the
places in the Black Hills surrounding
Burkittsville made famous by the first movie.
The inaugural tour comprises of the characters that apparently failed to make the cut
in X-Men.
There is Kim Diamond, a Goth-dressing reform

school graduate who has psychic powers, and Erica
Geerson, a Wiccan who can lecture you on the rampant discrimination faced by witches in America as
sure as she can show you her breasts.
Finally, there is Stephen Parker and Tristen Ryler,
romantically involved eggheads working on a book

together the missing hours of their lives all the while
having increasingly spooky things happen to them.
The plot is solid enough for a horror movie, but it
is butchered worse than a fidgety pig by poor dialogue that is overacted by no name actors going for
an Academy Award with totally unbelievable characters.
While most horror sequels tend to be
worse than their predecessors, at
least most of them possess a certain
cheesy camp value that is good for a
laugh here and there.
No such luck for Book of Shadows.
Five people could reenact Book of
Shadows by assuming the personality of Clue characters, going camping, getting unbelievably drunk, and
then yelling at each other 'What is
that? Where did that come from?'
and 'I don't know' for two hours.
While I am not sure if this film is
horrible in its own right or if its
degree of terribleness is amplified
by soiling its predecessor's good
name, its only scary value was the
$12 ticket and the fact another one
will be coming
I only wish I could explain away the evening by
claiming I was possessed by an evil spirit that forced
me to put out good money for a terrible movie.

about the Blair Witch. Oh yeah, the tour leader Jeff is
a former mental patient who has a checkered past
and lots of video equipment.
The merry band heads into the woods on
the tour setting up camp at the ruins of the
infamous Parr house where a
FAIRWEATHER — POLO PARK
hermit once killed seven children after the Blair Witch
Is looking for energetic, outgoing people
appeared to him.
to join their sales team.
Once there they set up the cameras and proceed to party like
F/T and P/T positions available. Flexible hours.
it's 1999, only to wake up the
Drop resume off at the
next morning to find all their
Fairweather Polo Park store or
stuff trashed and no with no
memory of the night before.
call Dawn @ 774-1807
The movie then turns into a
profane episode of Scooby Doo,
with the gang trying to piece

YOU

ARE
ON THE LisT9

■

The voters list, of course — you've got to
be on it to vote on Monday, November
27, 2000. You are going to vote, right?
By now Elections Canada has mailed you:

• an information pamphlet. It tells you
how you can register to vote and what
your voting options are, even if you're
not going to be around on election day,
or if you're living away from home.

• your personal voter
information card. It

Most Canadians now know that they are
on the voters list. But if you didn't get
your voter information card by now, don't
worry! Simply call us now to find out if
you're on the list!

1 800 INFO-VOTE (1 800 463-6868)
TTY: 1 800 361-8935

N

will be away from Canada during the next
election, call Elections Canada or check
our Web site. If family members, friends

If you know someone who has difficulty
reading, please share the contents of
this advertisement.

on the voters list, and
tells you where and
when you can vote.

YOUR

Or phone us at

Canadians abroad can vote. If you

tells you that you're

IT".5

For more information right now, visit our
Web site at www.elections.ca.

or employees are away,
please let them know about
Elections Canada's Web
site, where they can find out
how to register and vote.

Pour obtenir cette information en francais,
composez le 1 800 463-6868.

FUTURE.

11 ARE YOU READY TO VOTE?
Elections Canada is the non-partisan agency responsi!o for he conduct of federal elections and referendums

Elections Canada

UNDER
30
JEANS STYLES '30
To join the Warehouse One Team apply online @ warehouseone.com
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Journey of Man an amazing trip

1 1

Cirque du Soleil IMAX film features 'vibrant colurs,' stunning acrobatics
By Jacquie Black
his November the sights and sounds of Cirque
du Soleil - Journey of Man will leave you
breathless.
The artistry of the Cirque du Soleil performers,
combined with striking music and magnificent historical settings from around the world, are on eyepopping display at the Imax Theatre in a movie
which takes the audience on a magical journey of
man, from birth to maturity.

T

guides through life. The male represents uncertainty
and adventure; the female embodies the balance
between choices.
In this stage of the journey Child
is confronted with strong emotions
like fear and joy. From the high treetops, yellow bird-like creatures
called Bungees soar and swoop,
ultimately carrying the boy away
into his youth.
As a youth, the protagonist experiences the exciting discovery of
free will and personal
choice. It is here he inadvertently leaves the
Flounes behind. He travels through this new stage

tude of the performance is in its element on the fivestory Imax screen and should not be missed.

with the freedom his adolescence offers and a new

The film, which runs until Dec. 15, is narrated by
Academy Award-nominated actor Ian McKellen. It
begins in a prehistoric cave with Taiko Drummers
pounding out the first heartbeat of mankind.
At the appearance of the embryonic child the
drummers' song intensifies until Child is hurtled
through a portal of light. On the other side we are
introduced to a mystical underwater world where
synchronized swimmers engage in an effortless ballet representing the miracle of birth.
After this display of grace and skill Child emerges
from the water and is cast into the wonders of the
redwood forest. The use of vibrant colours and elaborate costuming and acrobatics replicates a child's
larger than life view of his surroundings.
It is here Child becomes acquainted with the
Flounes, part-clown, part-shaman creatures. The
two Flounes, one male, one female, serve as his

thirst for knowledge and
adventure.
This transition is set in a
desert canyon, atop tall
rock formations. Here
Youth is mesmerized by a
show of strength and dexterity by the Cube Man, who
spins and performs with
stunning intensity.
Taking what he has learned
from the Cube Man, Youth
sets out into adulthood, confident in his ability to master
his future.
In adulthood, Man finds
himself beside a large pond
in the midst of a secluded
garden. Over the middle of
the pond are statues of a man
and woman that suddenly
come to life in a seductive
balancing act that seems virtually impossible.
Man realizes the key to life's
success is love and yet, tempted by
greed, seeks to possess it through the
power of money.
Representing this transition, his
ever-present hat is replaced by a golden one.
In the final scene, Man becomes
Mature Man. In this stage he has
achieved success but has lost his childhood dreams.
Appearing before him, a vagabond
girl tries to stir the memory of his
youth. She sits with him while they
watch an array of raggedly costumed
acrobats perform amazing feats in an
attempt to help the man regain what
has been lost to him.
Finally,
Mature
Man realizing what
he has become, he
tosses away his
gold hat. His happiness is restored;
the hopefulness of
youth returns, and
the Flounes are
once again part of
his life.
As with live Cirque
du Soleil performances, the film,
Journey of Man, is

an inspiring piece
that will be enjoyed
by children and
adults alike.
The sheer magni-

Red River College,
University of Winnipeg,
University of Manitoba &
College Universitaire de
Saint Boniface Students only!

Stickers

passes
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The operation of Winnipeg
Transit is financially assisted by
the Government of Manitoba.
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Intergovernmental Affairs
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our web sit s

mation, rail 986-5700 or visit
www.winnipegtransit.com

RED RIVER COLLEGE

STUDENT ^
STAFF NIGHT

AU STUDENTS 1 STAFF 111 PRICE!
MOOSE vs Orlando Solar Bears

Sunday, Nov. 12 - 4 pm
Show your student or staff card
at the Arena Box Office
or Red River Info Booth
no later than November 9
and receive any seat for 1/2 prim!
No limit on number of tickets.

FOR GROUP TICKETS CALL 987•PUCK
www.moosehockey.com
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The Fake News
Election getting personal
Prime Minister beds Joe Clark's daughter, calls her 'one kinky chick'
By Joey Pothe

of 43 years for Clark.
"I needed a change in my life. I recently began to
tire of Aline; she was too old-fashOTTAWA-- Chretien was seen
accompanying Catherine Clark,
ioned for me. I felt like I had lost my
youth," says Chretien.
daughter of Progressive
Conservative leader Joe Clark, to
"I'm only 66, I have a lot of whitea local Taco Bell yesterday.
water rafting left to do!" he says.
Reminiscing about his first
Sources say the two sat and
"intensely shared" two soft tacos,
encounter with Clark, Chretien
grinned with delight.
Fries Supreme and a large drink.
"We were all gathered for a party,
"We've been dating secretly for
about a week. I guess the secret's
when all of a sudden she entered the
hall. My eyes bulged out of my head
out now," Chretien told reporters
outside the Taco Bell as he fed
and my heart stood still. She was a
Clark a fry.
blonde hottie and I wanted her to be
my intern."
"We have a lot of things in comClark, 23, who had been helping her
mon. We both like politics and
cream pies - what more could you
father campaign during the current
ask for?" asked Chretien.
election, plans to move in with
Chretien at 24 Sussex Drive and join
"We make such a cute couple,"
he said as he shoved his tongue
the Liberal party.
down Clark's throat and unsuc"Jean's charm just took my breath
The Clarks in less
cessfully tried to get to second
away. It was love at first sight," says
Clark.
base in front of a crowd of
troubled times
stunned reporters.
"I really love his haggard, wrinkled
look," she says.
In the midst of an election campaign, Chretien
Chretien's new executive assistant, Clark will
shockingly announced he would be leaving his wife

work closely with the Liberal's campaign, but even
closer with Chretien.
"On our first date, we went bowling and then to a
night club. He outlasted all the younger guys on the
dance.floor," Clark says of Chretien.
"We couldn't keep our hands off each other all
evening. He's a total stud," says Clark.
Catherine's father Joe says he no longer has a
daughter.
"She's out of my will. I'm currently negotiating
with Britney Spears to be my new campaign assistant," says Clark.
Chretien became emotional when describing his
feelings for Catherine.
"My political and personal life was lacking before
I met her. She has made me see things I had only
fantasized about," boasted Chretien.
"Man, this is one kinky chick. And you thought
some crazy crap went on behind the closed doors of
the Prime Minister's office before!" says Chretien.
he take Ne
atirical in

it and is entire!)
e It should in no sad lie construed
fact The s
expreSSed
this age do not iliek"represents h ievh,s rst the
Ttor's editors
r the Red Riser College Stinel
s.5ociatiots.

Day plans to overhaul health care system
Roving 'death squads' to dispose of burdensome sick and elderly
By Sean Thiessen

Day.
the Liberal colours with the Red Book lining his cage
NDP leader Alexa McDonough did her best to and people would still end up voting Liberal," said
* ith less than three weeks until Canadians denounce the Alliance plan, saying her party is the Chretien in the midst of washing his wife Aline with
head to the polls, party leaders are pulling only one committed to maintaining universal health a jerry can of gasoline and a toilet brush.
out all the stops as
"Sometimes I wonder why we even bother having
they care.
"Arrogance is being simply arrogant," said
campaign for decisive seats in Ontario.
these elections," says Chretien.
McDonough to a small
Sticking with his promise
Progressive Conservative leader Joe Clark could
gathering of people wait- not be reached for comment.
to focus on the issues,
ing for a bus.
Canadian Alliance leader
Party officials say Clark is busy meeting with the
"Arrogant, I tell you. World Wildlife Fund to see if PC voters could possiStockwell Day clarified his
Arrogant! Arrogant!" she bly qualify for protection as an endangered species.
party's stance on reforming
shouted.
the Canadian health care
In a taped intersystem.
view from 24
"We do favour a twoTHE GOLFDOME
Sussex
drive,
tiered health care system in
1205 WILKES AVENUE, WPG, MB R3P 1B9
Jean Chretien,
Canada," said Day, emergPRESENTS:
dressed in a
ing from a special Church
NEW
YEAR'S
EVE
PACKAGE
- N.H.L./N.B.A./PLANET HOLLYWOOD
rain jacket and
of Satan Halloween midDECEMBER 29TM JANUARY 1ST, 2001 — MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
surgical mask
night mass.
DEC. 30 - TICKET TO MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES vs. N.Y. KNICKS
DEC. 31 - TICKET TO WILD vs. MIGHTY DUCKS/PARTY AT PLANET HOLLYWOOD
and covered in
"In order to take pressure
DEC. 29 - TICKET TO MINNESOTA WILD vs. PHOENIX COYOTES ($25.00 OPTION)
Vaseline, could
off the publicly funded
SKI BANFF
only laugh at
health care system we are
*
*
*
UNIVERSITY
BREAK * * *
the latest develproposing a private system
FEBRUARY 11 - FEBRUARY 16, 2001
opments in the
of death squads," says day.
ACCOMM. -BANFF CARIBOU HOTEL/4 DAYS SKI LIFT AND TRANSFERS
campaign as he
Clarifying a statement by
N.B.A. / MALL OF AMERICA
watched Star
the Alliance's campaign co* * * UNIVERSITY BREAK * * *
Wars - again.
chair endorsing a two-tier
MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES VS SAN ANTONIO SPURS
Denying his
medical system, Day said Stockwell Day performs a Satanic
FEBRUARY 16TM - 18TM, 2001 — MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
party is keepthe 'death squads' would ritual on Halloween, his "all-time
N.H.L. / N.B.A. WEEKEND
ing him out of
patrol hospital parking lots favourite holiday, including
MARCH 10TM - MARCH 13TM, 2001 — MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
the spotlight
and emergency rooms look- Christmas."
MARCH 11 - TICKET TO MINNESOTA WILD vs. DETROIT RED WINGS
MARCH 12 - TICKET TO MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES vs. MIAMI HEAT
and ranting
ing to weed out potentially
about the
WRESTLEMANIA 2001
hopeless or overly expenMARCH 29TM - APRIL 4 TM , 2001
number of germs on all the "dirty people
sive patients.
HOUSTON,TEXAS (ASTRODOME)
out
there,"
Chretien
said
he
was
confi"We will end hallway medicine once and for all,"
N.B.A. BASKETBALL WRAP UP
said Day in reverse Latin while sacrificing an dent about his chances of returning to
MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES vs. L.A.LAKERS (N.B.A. CHAMPS)
power.
albino goat under a blood moon.
APRIL 7TM - APRIL 9TM, 2001 — MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
"Are you kidding? I could pay a crip"No one in their right mind would dare hang out
CALL... (204) 956-6333
there. The real winners will be the taxpayers," says pled dog $1 billion tax dollars to wear

W
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Reviews
U2
All That You Can't Leave Behind

Everlast
Eat at Whitey's

On the heels of the overproduced electronica and
irony of 1997's somewhat disappointing Pop, U2 has
compiled a formidable throwback to their earlier, guitar-driven rock. The sweet, simple jangle of Beautiful
Day will have many people humming along to a U2
song for the first time in almost a decade.

The man with more aliases than a super spy is back.
Everlast AKA Whitey Ford AKA Erik Schrody has
returned with Eat at Whitey's, the follow-up to 1998's
triple Platinum-selling Whitey Ford Sings The Blues.
There are several guest appearances on this disk
including another collaborative effort with Santana.

-Adam Clayton

-Brandon Boone
•

Lefty
Self-titled

Snow
Mind on the Moon

Lefty is a band destined for teen movie soundtracks
and one-hit wonderhood. With catchy choruses and
predictable melodies, they aren't horrible but they're
definately not memorable either. Addiction hints at
originality, but unfortunately the rest of the CD is as

Snow's new softer sound works. This CD fits the usual
adult contemporary mold, besides a few obvious
flashbacks to his Informer roots. His trademark reggae/rap thing is still there, but in a milder version,
which makes it more airy and less abnoxious.

cookie cutter as pop-rock can get.
-Jen Sharpe

-Katie Chalmers

Nelly Furtado
Whoa, Nelly!

New Found Glory
Self-titled

This 20-year-old Victoria, B.C. native's debut CD
shows a lot of promise, despite the title. Her songs are
well arranged, mixing Indian and Portuguese influences into a broth of electronic beats, horns and
strings. Unfortunately, most of the songs don't really
go anywhere. Keep your eye on her.
-Kelly Stifora

Want a punk CD that will offend mom and dad? Well
too bad - New Found Glory is as wholesome as they
get. Lyrics about crushes, teenage heart-ache and first
kisses aren't exactly deep, but solid harmonies and
creative riffs make the CD easy to listen to and easy to
like.
-Jen Sharpe

By Jay Bruneau

By Adam Clayton

A

L

lthough it may be hard to believe, there was once a time when the
enemy was easy to identify. They were easy to see, easy to pin blame
upon and people felt comfortable with this. Now, however, times have
' changed..
Judging by the amount of news we hear about people pointing the blame at
others for their own stupidity, it would seem that now the enemy is us. And we
must be protected at all costs from our own actions.
Perhaps the saddest thing about all of this is that the governments and the
courts agree. They hand out millions to people who complain that their coffee
is too hot and burn themselves; artists are blamed for people who go
berzerk, and politicians agree. An armed robber is beaten by the man he tries to
rob and is coddled while the man rots in jail. What is wrong with this picture?
Recently in Winnipeg this idea that we are to be saved from ourselves has
emerged in relation to nightclubs and their policies on drink prices. According
to some, bars should accept responsibility for the full-grown, rational adults
who enter their establishments and decide to drink themselves into a stupor.
Forget about the fact the individual was smart enough to reach the conscious
decision that he or she was going to drink themselves into oblivion, forget the
fact that on any other occasion the individual might eat or smoke or watch TV
to excess and we say nothing.
Some people have decided because nightclubs serve alcohol that means
besides offering cheap drinks, music, munchies and prizes, they must also offer
free babysitting to people who are old enough to drink yet fail to realize their
own limitations. Worse, the police agree, and are looking into the situation. And
because this is currently a hot issue, a scapegoat will need to be found. No
doubt some bar owner will now have to pay the price for the mistakes of a few
individuals.
This is absurd. When you go to the bar it is your responsibility to take care of
yourself. If you cannot handle your alcohol, don't drink. If you can't stop yourself, then you obviously have other issues.
It's too bad the police and others who are willing to defer the blame don't
think so.
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ast week, a special interest group in Manitoba's Interlake made headlines
when they urged local residents to boycott the Interlake School Division's
sex education program by witholding the portion of their taxes which
goes towards education.
The Parental Rights and Responsibilities Committee has been going around
getting people to sign a petition against the current program, which they say
encourages teen sexuality.
The committee's biggest beefs with the program is the free distribution of
condoms to students by the school and what they perceive the program as a
policy which is pro-sexuality and anti-abstinence.
This despite the fact the nurse is only occasionally on school premises and all
parents in the division have the right to opt their children out of the sex ed
program.
All we here in Winnipeg can do is shake our respective heads and think 'Just
when you thought it was safe to go beyond the Perimeter.'
While I'd like to think rural Manitoba isn't on par with the Bible Belt in the
U.S. in terms of religious lunacy, this controversy begs the question: What the
hell is wrong with these crazy hicks?
Perhaps the latest studies in contraceptives have yet to reach rural Manitoba,
but jumping up and down or going to the bathroom immediately after having
sex in not an effective birth control method. Neither is pulling out.
Yes, I realize these self-righteous zealots are promoting abstinence, not bashing condoms. But can these country bumpkins really be so naive as to think
their children won't be having sex with one another regardless of whether condoms are available?
Let's make it as simple as possible: kids have raging hormones. They yearn to
quench these throbbing biological urges, and unless they're monitored constantly, they're going to do so, sooner or later.
This is the year 2000. Haven't we had more than enough time to grow up as a
society and realize that protecting our children's health is more important than
imposing our alleged virtues on them?
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An opera fit for a pharaoh
Manitoba Opera's performance of Aida an enchanting pyramid schem
By Tamara King

A

nd visions of eighth grade geography run
through my head...

In exchange for my usual agenda of homework, I
attended
t h e
Manitoba
opera's
debut of
Aida, one
of
the
worlds
most
popular
operas.
A
enchanting mix
between
the Prince
of Egypt
and
a
Danielle
Steel
novel,
this opera
takes you
into the
passion
of
this
tragic kingdom.
The opening scene establishes the love triangle
between the warrio Ramades, his fiancee the Queen,
(Amneri)s, and the Ethiopian princess turned slave,
Aida. The Queen sees her lover exchanging glances
with Adia, and immediately grows suspicious.
Adia laments her decision to love a warrior who
will soon be sent to her native land to murder all of
her brothers and her beloved father.

z

In an intricate ceremony which is much like the
With gilded gold costumes, Egyptian women batlightning of an Olympic torch with slightly religious tling for the love of one noble yet terribly confused
overtones, our warrior is sent of on his mission. This soldier, majestic sets, Aida is a grand opera with a
is one of the most gripping scenes - a beautiful story's not all that out of touch with reality.
Greek chorus sings monotone "hymnals" to appease
Aida is playing at the Centennial Concert Hall on
the gods while beautiful (and totally underutilized) Nov. 7 and 10.
members of the Royal
Winnipeg Ballet use their
muscular
arms as canPROFESSIONAL WRITING SERVICE
delabras.
Assisting
in any of your administrative typing you require.
The whole
Resumes
effect is
Informal
and formal letters
magically
Charts
and graphs
eerie, yet
Lists
somewhat
Documents
comical as
Reports
and essays
the Olympic
Presentations
torch
Call Julie Friesen evenings and weekends at:
lanterns
(204) 275-3062 or email: jule f 2000@hotmail.com
light periodically.
After
the
Queen and
Aida engage
in an
Egyptian catfight, the gallant warrior
Planning on flying home fol. the holidays?
returns, and
for his heroic
With the consolidation of airlines in Canada this year, capacity has been reduced,
and there are fewer seats. NOW is the time to book your Wight back home for the holidays.
efforts, he is
If you waft until the last minute, you may not get your choice of dates or even a seat!
granted one wish - to free the Ethiopians.
Visit your nearest Travel-CUTS office to book now and ask about our
Aida eventually tricks the warrior into
• Unbelievable Student Class Airfares' • Bon Voyage Travel Insurance"
telling her the secrets of the Egyptian
Don't know your exam schedule yet?
army. The Egyptians overhear, and the
Don't worry! Book now, and you will get 1 FREE date change*.
warrior is sentenced to death.
Under the alter of the high god, the
BOOK NOW!
warrior meets his doom: being buried
alive, and therein awaits his mistress.
499 Portage Ave. 783-5353
Love conquers all, even in death.
•Subject to availability and seasonal rate adjustment

TOP 10 WAYS THE BOMBERS WILL
CELEBRATE IF THEY WIN THE GREY CUP

XMAS STUDENT FLIGHTS
Don't wait... Or it will be too late!

111`1 TIRAVEL CMS
lar VOMES MIMS
Owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students

10. Coke, coke, and more coke.
9. Have panty raid on the Blue Brigades' locker room.
8. Finally pay off their immense overdue charges at Adults
Only Video.
7. Hold contest for the most sexual assault
charges in 48 hours.
6. Have a city-wide "Spousal Abuse Pride" parade.
5. Beat Kerwin Bell within an inch of his life.
4. Get penile implants to counter the effects of years of
steroid use.

O

3. Set up a booth on Portage & Main for people to slap
Dave Ritchie's little bald head for good luck.
2. Give out free Jock/English dictionaries to all the
Winnipeg sports journalists.
1. Complete the Grade 6 math course that kept them from
getting real jobs in the first place.
-Andew Langendorfer

WRITERS & EDITORS
WANTED
Do you pay attention to detail,
possess strong research, writing,
and editing skills and have a solid
knowledge of rock music?
Exciting new .com company seeks
people for a variety
of contract positions.
Work from home full or part time.
Send your resume and one short
sample of unpublished work
in the body of an email to
thebuzz@mts.net
by Nov. 10.
No attachments.

